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Abstract: This article provides an overview of the recent
advances in the field of skin-worn tattoo-based wearable
electrochemical devices, including electrolyte and metabolite sensors, biofuel cells and batteries. Temporary tattoos are attractive platforms for fabricating skin-worn devices. Body-compliant wearable electrochemical devices
on temporary tattoos couple highly favorable substrateskin elasticity with an attractive electrochemical performance. For example, tattoo-based “skin-like” sensors can

be used for real-time non-invasive analysis of key electrolytes and metabolites, leading to remarkable sensing capabilities. Continued progress has been made also towards developing skin-worn flexible energy harvesting
and storage devices to power wearable health monitors
and other devices. Key requirements and challenges that
confront researchers in this exciting area of skin-worn
electrochemical devices are discussed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Wearable Devices
Wearable sensors have received a major recent attention
owing to their considerable promise for monitoring
a wearers health [1,2]. Medical interest for wearable systems arises from the need for monitoring patients over
long periods of time. These devices have the potential to
continuously collect vital health information from a persons body and provide this information to them or their
healthcare provider in a timely fashion. Such on-body
monitoring can alert the wearer of any imminent health
hazard and hence facilitate rapid corrective clinical action
(outside of the hospital environment). A common example is minimally-invasive glucose biosensors towards effective closed-loop glycaemic control [3]. These developments hold considerable promise for maintaining and improving the quality of life while reducing medical costs.
This is particularly true for monitoring older adults or patients with chronic diseases in home settings, in general,
and particularly in remote locations (with limited or no
personal access to doctors). On-body monitoring of performance markers (coupled to smartphone platforms) has
also received considerable recent attention in connection
to variety of sports, fitness and military applications [4–
6]. While most early efforts on wearable fitness and biomedical devices have been devoted to the continuous
monitoring of vital signs (such as heart rate, respiration
rate, skin temperature) from physical signals, wearable
chemical sensors have received limited attention. The introduction of new non-invasive chemical sensors would
thus fill current gaps in wearable sensor technology, as
desired for mobile health monitoring and remote diagnostics. Efforts have also been directed towards developing
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body-worn energy harvesting and storage devices to
power wearable health and fitness sensors.
The present article provides an overview of a range of
skin-worn tattoo-based wearable electrochemical devices,
including amperometric and potentiometric sensors
(aimed at transducing the chemical information from the
wearer epidermis), biofuel cells and batteries, along with
related challenges and opportunities.

1.2 Electrochemical Wearable Devices
Owing to their inherent miniaturization and low-power
requirements, simplicity, speed and low costs, electrochemical devices meet the requirements of on-body wearable systems. Sweat, saliva and tears are three biofluids
that contain multiple physiologically relevant chemical
constituents and can be easily obtained in a continuous
fashion for non-invasive real-time monitoring of these analytes. For example, the level of electrolytes (pH, sodium,
ammonium, calcium) and metabolites (glucose, lactate,
urea) in sweat and the skin interstitial fluid can provide
valuable health information [7–11]. Similarly, salivary pH,
lactate and electrolyte concentrations can be used to
identify disposition towards developing dental caries [12],
physical stress [13] and amount of salt intake [14], respectively. The levels of glucose [15], lactate [16], or neurotransmitters [17] in tears also hold vital health significance. Taking advantage of these correlations, several re[a] A. J. Bandodkar,# W. Jia,# J. Wang
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search groups have recently developed wearable electrochemical devices that can measure these and other analytes in a completely non-invasive user-friendly manner
[18]. For example, early studies utilized partially-removable denture platforms for developing potentiometric sensors to monitor fluoride [19] and pH [20] levels of saliva.
Recently, a tattoo-based resistive sensor for real-time detection of bacterial infection on tooth was demonstrated
[21]. Similarly, we described a mouthguard-based sensor
for continuous saliva lactate monitoring [13]. Researchers
focused in the tears-based sensing domain have developed non-invasive flexible strip-based sensors for monitoring glucose levels in tears [17, 22]. Recently, a wireless
contact lens-based glucose [23] and lactate [16] sensors
have also been reported. On the other hand, Diamonds
group has carried out extensive work on developing monitoring sweat pH [24], sodium [8] and lactate [11] levels
using textile [24], plastic [11] based patches. GonzaloRuiz et al. fabricated a textile-based sensor patch for detecting chloride ions in human sweat [9]. Guinovart et al.

developed cotton yarn based pH, NH4 + and K + sensors
for wearable applications [25]. Similarly, our group demonstrated the ability of screen printing sensors directly on
textiles for non-invasive physiological monitoring [26].
Researchers have also made efforts to develop flexible
oxygen [27] and humidity [28] sensors. Though there have
been several demonstrations of wearable devices for noninvasive monitoring, these sensors have a few limitations.
Intimate contact between the sensor surface and sweat is
critical for efficient functioning of a wearable sensor. Satisfying this condition is challenging in case of fabric-based
sensors as conformal contact with the skin is restricted to
limited regions. Furthermore, only limited types of fabrics
are well suited for incorporating chemical sensors [29].
Plastic-based patch sensors usually are thick and have
limited stretchability and hence dont conform well to
human skin. Rub-on temporary tattoos are highly ergonomic and are always in intimate contact with the human
skin and thus offer a unique platform for incorporating
wearable sensors.
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2.1 Significance and Fabrication Protocol
The skin acts as the protective barrier between the internal body systems and the surrounding environment and
provides primarily a sense of touch. Developing epidermal wearable devices requires different design and fabrication principles due to the unique mechanophysiology of
our skin. Researchers have thus recently focused on developing skin-worn electronic devices that are in intimate
contact with the wearers body and mimic the properties
of skin. Most recent attention has been given to lithographic-based skin-mounted flexible electronics developed by the groups of Rogers, Javey and Bao [30–32]. Diverse electronic devices capable of being bendable and
stretchable have thus been reported. Such flexible lithographic devices have been used for real-time non-invasive
monitoring of physical health and fitness parameters.
The realization of epidermal chemical sensing requires
direct and continuous contact between the wearable electrochemical diagnostic device and the skin. Textile-based
devices satisfy this requirement only partially, since the
regions on the body where they are in intimate contact
with the skin continuously are limited [33, 34]. Use of textiles also limits the use of such devices to measure analyte
concentrations only at these specific locations. Additionally, textile-based electrochemical devices can usually be
incorporated on limited types of fabrics to obtain best results [29] and thus limits a wearers freedom. Textile
based sensors are expected to perform for long duration
and thus sensor stability is a major challenge. In case of
permanent textile sensors, the effect of washing on such
devices is another major challenge that can potentially
compromise the sensor stability when biorecognition molecules are involved. To address some of these concerns,
researchers have ventured into developing flexible plas 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Fig. 1. Fabricating of printable tattoo-based electrochemical devices (A) Typical steps involved in fabricating screen printed tattoobased sensing devices for environmental (path I) and physiological (path II) analyte monitoring. Photographs showing standard steps
of (B) removing the transparent protective sheet and (C) gently sliding the tattoo base paper after dabbing it with water to apply
a tattoo device to human skin. Images showing extent of mechanical stress experienced by a tattoo applied to a human subject during
(D) stretching and (E) twisting of the underlying skin. From [35].

tic-based electrochemical patches [11]. Such skin adhesive
patches can be easily applied to any location on the wearers skin and since these are usually one-time use devices
the issue of washing degradation is not a concern. However, such diagnostic tools have restricted body-compliance as these can only bend but cannot withstand stretching stress.
Our activity, reviewed in this article, has led to new
methods for “printing” electrochemical devices directly
onto temporary tattoo so people can wear them while
performing their normal daily activities. The tattoo platform offers a unique opportunity to develop body-compliant electrochemical sensors that are continuously in contact with the human skin. The human epidermis experiences continuous complex bending and stretching stress
while the body performs various routine activities. The
extent of such deformations increases dramatically under
extreme physical activities usually undertaken by athletes.
Thus, the mismatch between the mechanical properties of
the flexible devices and the human skin can lead to degraded performance and makes the wearer feel a bit uncomfortable. An ideal wearable device must combine its
attractive electrochemical performance with resistance to
mechanical stress under repeated bending and flexing
while causing minimal intrusion in the wearers daily routine.
Researchers must therefore consider developing wearable devices that have similar mechanical properties to
www.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

that of the skin and thus act as a “secondary skin”. Temporary tattoos have been used for decades as body art
and are quite widely accepted by the masses. Such tattoos
are inexpensive and attach firmly to the human skin even
under severe mechanical deformations while the wearer
hardly notices their presence on their body. Temporary
tattoos thus represent extremely attractive platforms for
fabricating body-compliant wearable electrochemical devices capable of extracting rich chemical information
from our epidermis and transmit these analytical data
wirelessly to a smartphone.
Leveraging on our expertise in screen printing technology we reported the first example of temporary tattoobased electrochemical sensors [35]. This early study described the fabrication process involved in making such
epidermal devices for both physiological and environmental monitoring. As illustrated in Figure 1A, this process
involved the screen printing of active ink materials, like
carbon and Ag/AgCl, on commercial temporary tattoo
papers to form sensor electrodes with a variety of designs.
Passive insulating ink printing is also carried out to seal
interconnects, define electrode areas and also to enhance
the aesthetics of the tattoo devices. Such design of synthetic epidermal sensors also opens up new opportunities
for artistic explorations. Finely chopped carbon fibers are
dispersed within the Ag/AgCl and carbon inks prior to initiating the printing process. Carbon fibers have a dual
purpose: (1) by acting as reinforcement fillers they en-
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hance the mechanical resiliency of the devices; (2) they
behave as a conductive backbone and increase the conductivity of the printed electrodes. The printed electrodes
can be modified with recognition elements and other reagents to obtain high-fidelity wearable electrochemical
devices. The as-prepared tattoo devices can now be easily
applied to a wearers skin in a manner similar to any
commercial temporary tattoos, i.e. the wearer first removes the transparent protective sheet from the tattoo
device to expose the transparent adhesive and sticks it to
the skin. Thereafter, the tattoo paper is moistened with
water to dissolve the water soluble release agent and finally slide the paper to obtain the device firmly attached
to the skin. The tattoo device can be coupled with a transceiver for wireless data transmission from the tattoo to
any smartphone/laptop in a continuous fashion. A similar
fabrication and on-body transfer process can be employed
for tattoo-based epidermal biofuel cells and batteries. The
following sections delineate the fabrication and performance of recently developed tattoo-based printable electrochemical devices, ranging from biosensors to batteries,
capable of conformally adhering to the skin. The final
section will deal with the challenges and plausible methods to address these as well as the immense growth potential of tattoo-based electrochemical devices.
2.2 Tattoo-Based Potentiometric Sensors
The human sweat contains a number of ions [36]. The
concentration of several of these ions offers vital information about an individuals health [37] as well as his environment [38]. For example, monitoring of sodium levels
in sweat reveals the extent of electrolyte imbalance [39]
and has been used to detect Cystic Fibrosis [40]. Similarly, calcium concentrations in sweat have been used as an
indicator of bone mineral loss for athletes during extensive physical activities [41] as well as in osteoporotic patients [37]. The pH of human sweat is an excellent parameter to monitor overall skin health conditions and dehydration [42]. Research has also pointed out that ammonia
levels in human sweat can be considered as indicator of
physical stress and hygiene conditions [43]. Sweat has
also been an outstanding milieu for monitoring heavy
metals present in the human body. Such monitoring is
crucial for studying bioaccumulation of toxic trace metals
entering an individuals body through the food chain or
the respiratory path [44].
The diagnostic tools developed to date detect specific
ions either optically [45] or electrochemically [18]. The
latter gives a more accurate electrolytic concentration
and thus is a preferred technique for applications requiring high precision. Such electrochemical measurements
rely on ion-selective potentiometric sensors [46–50]. Classical potentiometric sensors consist of liquid-junction
based indicator and reference electrodes. The liquid-junction is important for obtaining a stable and reproducible
potential at both reference and indicator electrodes.
However, liquid-junction based potentiometric sensors
www.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

are not preferred for wearable applications as leakage of
the solution will be deleterious to the electrode performance and also cause nuisance to the wearer. The classical potentiometric sensors are also constructed using rigid
materials (e.g., glass, polymers, etc) that do not comply
with the elastic nature of the human skin, making such
potentiometric sensors uncomfortable to the wear.
The tattoo ion-selective electrodes were thus cautiously
designed to circumvent the above mentioned major limitations faced by the classical potentiometric sensors. Considerable work has been done on developing all-solidstate indicator electrodes [51, 52]. A similar methodology
was considered while fabricating the indicator electrodes
of the tattoo-based sensors. As compared to indicator
electrodes, few efforts have been devoted towards developing an all-solid-state reference electrode. Though some
groups have demonstrated all-solid-state reference electrodes, most of these still require incubation of the electrode in standard solutions when not in use [53]. Such
a step is incompatible with the tattoo platform. Efforts
were thus made to identify a suitable technique to develop an all-solid-state reference electrode that provides
a stable reference potential without the need for special
storage conditions. Initially, we relied on all-printed reference electrode fabricated by screen printing an additional
layer of KCl-saturated insulator layer on the printed Ag/
AgCl electrode [54]. Thereafter, a more reliable technique of coating the printed Ag/AgCl electrode with
NaCl saturated polyvinyl-butyral (PVB) polymer was
adopted [55–57]. The printable-electrode tattoo platform
offers a unique opportunity to develop body-compliant
potentiometric sensors for monitoring transient electrolyte concentration profiles and alert the wearer of any imminent health risks. As discussed later, the tattoo-based
potentiometric sensors withstand significant mechanical
stress with minimal effect on their response. Figure 2
shows the various tattoo-based potentiometric sensors
demonstrated to date. The next sub-sections provide the
reader with a detailed discussion about the fabrication
and performance of these electrolyte-specific tattoo sensing devices.
2.2.1 Tattoo-Based pH Sensor
Screen printing technology offers great leeway for designing high-performance wearable sensors of different artistic designs. Taking advantage of this property, the pH
tattoo sensor was given an aesthetically looking “Smiley
Face” design [54]. The two eyes of the “Smiley face”
were printed using carbon and Ag/AgCl inks and acted as
the indicator and reference electrodes, respectively. The
contact pads for the electronic readout were realized in
the form of the two ears. The top-most blue color insulator layer defined the entire face and also isolated the underlying Ag/AgCl inter-connects between the electrodes
(eyes) and contact pads (ears). The printed bare carbon
and Ag/AgCl electrodes cannot be used directly for selective pH measurements. Hence, the two electrodes were
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Fig. 2. Potentiometric tattoo sensors: (A) A subject wearing a sodium tattoo sensor (right bottom inset) along with the wearable
wireless transceiver (left bottom inset). (B) Real-time sodium concentration profile in a subjects sweat monitored by the sodium
sensor. (C) Response of the pH tattoo sensor to repeated bending stress (inset shows the tattoo when bent by 908). (D) Response of
the pH tattoo sensor to repeated stretching stress (inset shows the tattoo during stretching). (E) Typical response of an ammonium
tattoo sensor to varying ammonium levels in water. (F) Hysteresis study performed using an ammonium tattoo sensor when placed
over cellulose filter paper saturated with solutions of different ammonium concentrations. From [54–56].

further modified for obtaining specificity. Biocompatibity
is an eminent condition that each component of a wearable device must comply with. Polyaniline has been widely
used for tissue engineering [58] and in-vivo diagnostics
[59]. Moreover, the conductivity of polyaniline has been
reported to have excellent correlation with proton concentration and thus it has been widely used for fabricating
pH sensors [60]. From fabrication view point, polyaniline
with controlled thickness and morphology can be easily
obtained on electrode surfaces by an electrochemical
polymerization technique [61]. Polyaniline was thus selected as a pH-responsive component while fabricating
the pH tattoo sensor. On the other hand the bare Ag/
AgCl electrode was stabilized by printing a KCl-saturated
insulator layer. The high concentration of the chloride ion
within the insulator layer provided a stable reference
electrode irrespective of the analyte composition.
Characterization of the sensor in the physiologically
relevant pH range of 3–7 revealed a sub-Nernstian response (50.1 mV/pH). The pH of the human perspiration
changes with time and depends on several factors like hydration level, physical activity intensity among others [42]
and thus the pH tattoo must be able to measure such
transient variations. The capability of the pH tattoo
sensor to perform such dynamic study was examined
using a hysteresis study which revealed that the tattoo rewww.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

sponds almost instantaneously to changing pH solutions
with minimal memory. This study proved that the pH
tattoo sensor can measure dynamic pH changes rapidly
without memory effect. The device was also subjected to
repeated bending (1808) and stretching (10 %) fatigue
cycles and the response was measured after regular intervals (Figure 2C,D). These mechanical studies revealed
minimal effect of such strains on the tattoo response. Ultimately, three pH tattoos were applied to the neck, forearm and lower back of a human subject for real-time
measurements of his sweat pH. The response recorded by
the pH tattoo correlated well with the pH values logged
by a commercial pH meter. The study thus underscores
the promise of the pH tattoo for accurate monitoring
sweat pH in a completely user-friendly manner.
2.2.2 Tattoo-Based Sodium Sensor
The immense importance of continuous monitoring of
sodium levels in the sweat urged us to develop a tattoobased sodium sensor that can inform the wearer about
their electrolyte imbalance in a non-invasive manner [8].
Poly-vinylchloride membrane based potentiometric sensors have been developed for in-vivo applications [62, 63]
and hence a similar technique was utilized for developing
tattoo-based sodium sensors. The all-solid-state sodium
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sensor was fabricated by casting a poly-vinylchloride
membrane containing a highly selective sodium ionophore (Selectophore grade sodium ionophore X) [55]. A
stable reference electrode was obtained by a new technique consisting of coating the bare Ag/AgCl electrode
with a layer of NaCl-saturated PVB membrane. The most
attractive aspect of the new sodium-selective device has
been the customized wearable Bluetooth transceiver that
collects and wirelessly transmits real-time information
from the tattoo sensor to any smartphone/laptop. Briefly,
the transceiver consisted of an electrochemical analyzeron-a-chip, an 8-bit low-power microcontroller (MCU, running custom scripts to perform the electrochemical measurements), a Bluetooth v2.1 + EDR 2.4 GHz wireless
module, voltage regulator, USB battery charger IC, and
all associated passive components mounted on a 30 mm 
45 mm printed circuit board (PCB) and was powered by
a rechargeable Li-ion 2032 button-cell battery (recharged
via a micro-USB connector used for flashing the MCU).
Data was relayed at 1 s intervals to a Bluetooth-enabled
PC via a serial data stream. A spring-loaded pressure
connector was leveraged in order to interface with the
Na-tattoo epidermal sensor. The tattoo sensor consisted
of flexible PET-based rectangular connectors that can
reduce noise level and easily interface with the springloaded connector of the transceiver for data recording
[55]. The interface can be made more robust by including
an edge connector for more efficient interface with the
PET connectors of a tattoo device. A hybrid fabrication
protocol was adopted which combined laser and screen
printing to obtain sensors that could have any design that
a wearer desires. Continuous flow of fresh sweat towards
the sensor surface is critical towards real-time sweat analysis. This was achieved by incorporating a fluidic channel
consisting of a cellulose acetate sink and kapton filmbased fluidic walls for directed flow of sweat. The tattoo
sensor was characterized using NaCl solutions as well as
artificial sweat. Memory, temperature and aging effects
were examined. Special attention was given to study the
effect of mechanical stress on the sensors by repeatedly
bending, stretching and poking the sensor using a tensile
test machine. The sodium sensor was bent by 1808 for
a total of 100 times while a successively increasing tensile
strain applied to the tattoo sensor up to 26 %. The study
revealed that such strenuous conditions have negligible
effect of the sensor response and hence they can be used
in real-life scenarios. The tattoo sensor was applied to
real-time monitoring of sodium in human subjects using
the tattoo sensors coupled with the wireless transceiver
(Figure 2A,B). The promising results obtained from the
study highlight the applicability of the developed device
in real-life scenarios. The concept could be extended for
monitoring the electrolyte balance in sweat and particularly the sodium/potassium ratio using a dual-tattoo potentiometric sensor.

www.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

2.2.3 Tattoo-Based Ammonium Sensor
Ammonium level in the sweat indicates the extent of
physical stress and is also relevant from the hygienic
point of view. A tattoo-based potentiometric ammonium
sensor for continuous ammonium concentrations in the
sweat was thus developed [56]. The sensor was printed on
the tattoo paper in the form of a “two-petal flower”
shape. The Ag/AgCl petal performed as the reference
electrode while the carbon stamen acted as the indicator
ammonium electrode. The blue insulator-based sepals
were added to the design to enhance the aesthetics of the
sensor. The ammonium electrode was developed by casting a nonactin-based polyvinyl chloride membrane on the
carbon stamen electrode, while the reference electrode
was further coated with a NaCl saturated PVB membrane. Similar to the sodium tattoo sensor, a fluidic channel was incorporated within the device for directed flow
of fresh sweat over the sensor surface. The tattoo response for varying ammonium levels was measured and
the tattoo responded in a near-Nernstian response with
minimal hysteresis (Figure 2E,F). Repeated mechanical
deformations of the sensor too had negligible effect on its
response. Several human subjects were recruited to test
the tattoo sensor in real-life scenarios. The study revealed
that the tattoo could measure the ammonium levels in
perspiring human subjects and thus can be used for daily
tracking of ammonium in sweat.
2.3 Tattoo-Based Amperometric Sensors
Tattoo devices have been demonstrated for electrolytic
detection based on potentiometry, while they are able to
sense metabolites and other electroactive hazards present
in surroundings of the wearers by voltammetry [35].
Square wave voltammetry was applied for the detection
of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene by a tattoo device. The sensing of
uric acid and ascorbic acid was in connection with cyclic
voltammetry [35]. The detection of other metabolites can
be established based on enzymatic catalysis, because of
their high biocatalytic activity and specificity, which enables the selective detection of individual substance in
a complex mixture, such as blood, sweat or urine [64].
The device contains a biological recognition element, enzymes that selectively catalyze analytes in sweat and produces an electrical signal that correlates with the analyte
concentration.
Lactate, one of the most important biomarkers of
tissue oxygenation, has been widely used by coaches, exercise physiologists, and sports physicians to monitor an
athletes performance [65]. Lactate is produced when
anaerobic process is invoked and increases its levels in
blood [66]. To avoid traditional repetitive finger blood
draws in rigorous training, we seeked to design an “NE”
lactate tattoo biosensor (Figure 3A) to offer useful insights into the temporal dynamics of lactate concentration
in the perspiration in a completely non-invasive manner
[67]. The epidermal lactate biosensor was fabricated with
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Fig. 3. A) Schematic illustration of a three-electrode “NE” tattoo biosensor for electrochemical epidermal monitoring of lactate. B)
Constituents of the reagent layer of the working electrode which is coated by biocompatible polymer (chitosan). C) Response of the
LOx- (a) and enzyme-free (b) tattoo biosensors during the exercise regimen. Inset, an “NE” lactate biosensor applied to a male volunteers deltoid. From [67].

carbon-nanotube/tetrathiafulvalene mediated lactate oxidase as the recognition layer, covered by a biocompatible
chitosan overlayer that functioned as a physical barrier
and limited the efflux of the catalytic backbone from the
tattoo onto the underlying epidermis.(Figure 3B) The lactate tattoo biosensor was operated at a very low potential
of + 0.05 V (vs pseudo Ag/AgCl) for the chronoamperometric detection of lactate, and has a linear range up to
20 mM. The sensors exhibited high operational stability
during prolonged periods of operation, and less than
10 % decay for a long term storage of up to 5 months.
The mechanical deformations of bending/stretching stains
had negligible effects on the tattoo sensor response. Since
the detection is at a potential of 0.05 V, interferences can
be excluded. The responses of ascorbic acid, uric acid,
glucose and creatinine were negligible compared to that
of lactate. The specificity of the tattoo biosensors were
further validated when applied during on-body tests. The
lactate biosensor was applied to the skin of human subjects, and the corresponding sweat lactate temporal profiles were recorded (Figure 3C). Simultaneous assessment
using control epidermal tattoo sensors without LOx
enzyme confirmed the high specificity towards sweat
lactate. The temporal lactate profiles demonstrated that
the new wearable lactate biosensor platform performs desirably under fitness routines, thereby substantiating its
utility for the noninvasive assessment of lactate levels
and degree of physical exertion. Current efforts aim at
further miniaturizing and integration of the electronic interface, data processing, and wireless transmission of the
results.
www.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

3 Electrochemical Tattoo-Based Energy Devices
While extensive efforts have been devoted to the development of wearable health and fitness monitoring systems, limited efforts have focused on developing bodyworn energy harvesting and storage devices to power the
these sensing systems. Early efforts have resulted in the
development of flexible batteries [68], piezoelectric nanogenerators [69], microsupercapacitors [70] and endocochlear-potential-based biobatteries [71]. In this section we
describe recent activity aimed at designing tattoo-based
energy harvesting and storage biofuel-cell and battery devices with favorable mechanical properties. Such integration of flexible energy harvesting and storage devices
onto the skin will bring new opportunities beyond what
can be achieved by their current rigid counterparts and
will facilitate the creation of fully autonomous systems.
3.1 Epidermal Tattoo Biofuel Cells
In this section we describe the development of non-invasive biofuel cells (BFC) than can harvest energy from lactate present on the epidermis. As a promising alternative
source of sustainable electrical energy, biofuel cells are
devices that convert chemical energy into electricity
through biocatalytic reactions [72–74]. BFCs designed for
harvesting energy from animals are commonly based on
glucose as the fuel, along with oxygen [75, 76], since these
compounds are present in many living organisms. These
implantable devices have been previously designed for
harvesting energy from fruits [77], insects [78] and other
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Fig. 4. A) Illustration of the epidermal tattoo BFC. B) Power density of the tattoo BFC at varying lactate (LA) concentrations in
0.2 M McIlvaine buffer solution (pH 5.5). C) Real-time power-density profiles during cycling activity of 6 human subjects: I) low fitness level, II) intermediate fitness level, III) high fitness level. From [82].

small animals [79–81]. Unlike implanted BFCs that must
meet the stringent criteria of biocompatibility, sterilization and long operational stability, non-invasive BFCs
that can use chemical fuels present on the epidermis represent an attractive strategy. Moreover, epidermal BFCs
are less limited by oxygen than implanted BFCs.
In order to scavenge substantial amount of power from
wearer epidermis, lactate was selected as the fuel of the
tattoo BFC due to its high concentration present in
human sweat. The epidermal tattoo BFC was built based
on the oxidation of sweat lactate and the reduction of
oxygen for the anodic and cathodic compartments, respectively (Figure 4A) [82]. Similar as abovementioned
lactate tattoo sensors, the configuration of bioanode was
made from CNT/TTF mediated LOx and efficient lactate
oxidation was achieved. For a 14 mM lactate solution, the
oxidation current of the bioanode can reach 0.2 mA/cm2
at potential of 0.1 V. Commercial platinum black has
been demonstrated as a good catalyst for oxygen reduction at suitable potential for the applications in (bio)fuel
cells. The cathode for the UC BFC was coated with Pt
black and a Nafion layer. This configuration of the BFC
was able to generate 25, 34 and 44 mW/cm2 for 8, 14 and
20 mM lactate, respectively, during in vitro experiments
(Figure 4B). The tattoo BFC can stand repeated mechanical deformation and there was minimal loss in power density (less than 15 %) after 50 bending/stretching iterations.
The tattoo BFC was tested with artificial sweat containing
14 mM lactate and the results showed that it was stable
www.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

during first two weeks, with less than 10 % decrease in
the power density; it maintained over 50 % of the original
value after one month storage.
When consented subjects wore the tattoo BFCs, substantial power was obtained directly from the wearers.
More interestingly, the maximum power densities fall into
three ranges depending on the fitness level of the wearers. (Figure 4C) For volunteers who are less active (<
1 physical activity per week), the maximum of the power
density can reach up to 70 mW/cm2 ; for the intermediatefitness-level group (between 1 and 3 bouts of physical activity per week), the obtained maximum power density
was in the range of 10–20 mW/cm2 ; for the most active
subjects, the power densities were typically less than
5 mW/cm2. Hence, the maximum value greatly depends on
the lactate concentration in the sweat; the more active
the person, the lower concentration of lactate. Additionally, the tattoo BFC showed proved wearing stability with
similar power outputs for repeated activity over 8 h. Current efforts aim at improving the power generation of the
tattoo BFC, integration of the energy storage device and
realization of powering wearable electronics.
3.2 Skin-Worn Tattoo-based Alkaline Batteries
Conventional batteries provide high power and are preferred for critical large scale applications. Since the open
circuit potential and current density are sufficient to directly power electronics, it is very promising to fabricate
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Fig. 5. Skin-worn printable-tattoo batteries. A) Typical redox reactions at the negative and positive electrodes. B) Demonstration of
the performance of the tattoo battery under deformed conditions. C) Demonstration of practical utility of the tattoo battery for lighting a red LED after transfer onto skin. From [84].

portable, wearable, thin-film batteries as power supply
[83]. Recently, our group has developed a tattoo-based
Ag-Zn alkaline battery (Figure 5A) [84]. Zinc-based batteries provide an attractive alternative to Li-ion batteries
because of the extensive global reserves of zinc. In addition, Ag Zn cells are safer and have lower toxicity as
they make use of the water-based electrolytes, compared
with Li-ion batteries which rely on hazardous nonaqueous
solvents. The Ag-Zn cells can be fabricated without
a glove-box; the possibility to develop all-printed batteries makes it a better choice for wearable applications.
Key components of the tattoo battery (electrode materials, electrolytes and separator) were carefully selected
for robustness and endurance of the battery. The new
flexible battery was fabricated by screen printing carbon
electrode onto the tattoo paper. Ag and Zn were electrodeposited on the active carbon electrode by chronopotentiometry. Polyacrylic acid (PAA) gels containing LiOH
and ZnO were used for the electrolytes for the anode and
cathode compartments, and the former one was also used
for ionic contact between the two compartments. A
PDMS film was employed to seal the battery. The tattoo
battery was characterized by charging-discharging at the
rate of 1.4 mA cm 2 for 12 cycles (has a discharge capacity of 2.1 mA h cm 2 for 13 cycles) maintaining an efficiency of 72 %. The effect of mechanical deformations on the
performance of the tattoo battery was further studied.
The results demonstrated that the tattoo batteries can undergo repeated bending by 1808 with a 34 % decrease in
the galvanostatic discharge capacity after 100 bends,
while with 11.1 % stretching stain, the discharge capacity
decreased significantly to 18 % of the initial value. Figure 5B shows the tattoo battery bended 1808 was still able
to light up a LED. Most importantly, we demonstrated
www.electroanalysis.wiley-vch.de

the epidermal application of the new tattoo battery in
real-life scenarios (Figure 5C). A consent volunteer wore
two tattoo batteries connected in series on his deltoid to
power a red LED, which indicated that the tattoo battery
meets the demands of wearable electronics, offering attractive flexibility and good discharge capacity to power
wearable electronics.

4 Challenges and Opportunities
We have surveyed recent advances in body-compliant
tattoo-based wearable electrochemical devices, including
skin-worn potentiometric and amperometric sensors, biofuels and batteries. By combining well-established screen
printing, advanced surface functionalization, modern potentiometric and amperometric methods, BFCs and alkaline battery technology with temporary tattoos we have
been able to demonstrate a variety of wearable non-invasive tattoo-based electrochemical devices. Very recently
we also demonstrated stripping voltammetry-based tattoo
sensors for monitoring trace metals in human perspiration
[85], and iontophoretic-amperometric hybrid tattoo
sensor for non-invasive subdermal glucose monitoring
[86]. Such body-compliant wearable devices combine an
attractive performance of electrochemical devices with
a favorable substrate-skin elasticity of temporary tattoos
and resistance to mechanical stress. Our initial demonstrations have already established that the new conformable electrochemical devices have immense scope for realworld applications. Such development of skin-worn metabolic and electrolytic sensors complements the widespread use of wearable devices for monitoring of vital
signs from physical signals. The new wearable sensing
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platforms can thus yield extremely useful insights into the
health, fitness and performance status of individuals.
The above sections have illustrated that the capabilities
of printable tattoo-based electrochemical devices have
advanced very rapidly in recent years. The successful realization of skin-worn electrochemical sensors requires innovative approaches for addressing major challenges of
calibration, fouling and related offsets and stability, and
longer on-body durability under mechanical stress.
Tattoo-based devices are expected to be worn for short
durations as compared to their implantable counterparts
and hence leaching of reagents is not a critical issue. Yet,
efforts must be made to enhance the retention of the various reagents to the sensor surface to avoid any possible
leaching. The current devices are highly flexible and can
withstand an extreme bending stress without much deterioration. However, despite their favorable substrate-skin
elasticity, these devices have limited stretchability. Efforts
should thus be made to make them more stretchable in
connection to new low-cost large-scale fabrication techniques. The effect of washing on the tattoo device performance must be thoroughly studied while developing epidermal tattoo sensors that are expected to perform for
long durations. Leaching of reagents and need for re-calibration are some of the other challenges that researchers
will face when developing long-lasting tattoo-based devices. Additionally, the tattoo-biosensing concept could be
expanded towards the detection of additional biomarkers
present in sweat (e.g., cytokines) toward the monitoring
of human performance and health. Such expansion would
require further innovations owing to the trace (nM-pM)
levels of these markers in sweat and the requirement for
regeneration of the free receptor. Using the skin-mounted
tattoo sensors for monitoring the surrounding environment during normal activity could further contribute to
our security, health and wellness. Additional efforts
should be devoted to the development of digital signal
processing and algorithms and to the integration of a flexible electronic backbone, power source, and wireless-communication infrastructure. With continued innovation and
detailed attention to key challenges, it is expected that
skin-worn electrochemical sensors will play a major role
in the emergent body sensor networks arena towards
a plethora of diverse applications.
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